
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is the North Devon Wedding Network? 

The NDWN is not merely a membership directory, it is an active participating membership network. 

We find that members who attend get the most out of being in the network and therefore encourage everyone to come 

to as many meetings as possible during the year, with a minimum of four. 

It’s about building relationships to be then able to go forward recommending one another. 

The group is semi exclusive, so there will not be more than two members of any service at any one time. With unlimited 

number of venues able to join. 

 

What will I gain from being a member? 

 

Monthly group networking meetings provide a place for you to discuss your business and give you the opportunity to do 

a presentation if you wish to do so. They happen on the last Wednesday of the month.  

 

As a member of the North Devon Wedding Network you will be promoted by the NDWN in the following ways - 

 

You will be part of the facebook NDWN members only group for notifications, help and advice 

and general community support  

 

Details of your business will be included in any marketing material that is given out to venues and the general public. 

You will be promoted on our social media pages (Facebook, Instagram & Pinterest). This is shared from your Instagram 

posts.  

You will also be listed on our website. 

You will receive a certificate to display at any events to show that you are a member of a professional and trusted group 

Between all of our members, we have a wealth of knowledge in all aspects of business to help each other. 

 

1 Network Members Exclusive Wedding Fayre Per Year  

 

2023 – 2024 Membership Optional Extras  

We will be offering a PAYG fee for exclusive Social Media Training with Guest Speakers and Additional Workshops at 

a small extra cost.  

 

What do I have to do as a member? 

As a member of the North Devon Wedding Network, we expect you to be committed to promoting the group.  

As a member of the North Devon Wedding Network to attend a minimum of 4 meetings per year in person. If you are 

unable to attend a meeting, then you will be expected to please submit your apologies. 

NORTH DEVON WEDDING NETWORK 2022 

Terms and Conditions of Memberships  

 
 



 

 

How much do I have to pay for being a member? 

You’re welcome to attend a meeting first.   

There is no obligation to join and if you don’t think that it’s for you then that’s fine. 

A Fee of £100 per annum or 4 payments of £25 paid quarterly on the (1st April, July, October, Jan) 

When are the meetings held? 

On the last Wednesday of each month (unless otherwise agreed) 

At present we are meeting on a ratio of 1 morning to 2 evening meetings to enable more members to be free to attend 

This may be subject to change. 

 

How do I become a member? 

All you need to do is complete the application form and pass it to the committee.  

Payment to North Devon Wedding Network by BACS to the following account: 

Sort Code 30-90-78  

Account Number 30751268 

Your BUSINESS NAME as reference please. 

Who do I contact if I have any questions? 

The North Devon Wedding Network Meetings are facilitated by  

Michelle Stanford Ne Peters 

Vicky Murdoch 

Jackie Curtis  

Graphical Design and Website Maintenance 

Julie Warrender   

Jackie Curtis 

 

Social Media  

Jackie Curtis  

 

Event Organisation 

Vicky Murdoch 

Michelle Stanford Ne Peters 

Jackie Curtis 

Jenny Dell 

 

Treasury  

Michelle Stanford Ne Peters 

Jackie Curtis 


